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STYLE TIP
Throw a polished summer dress on with a comfy pair of sneakers for a modern daytime look.
STYLE TIP
Make your house your home with treasures that you have collected along the way - don’t ever worry that your artwork doesn’t match your decor.
STYLE TIP
Maxi dresses are in for Spring!

www.gingerhowardselections.com
HEMLINE

www.shophemline.com
SPRING REFRESH
THE SHIRT
Fresh takes on a classic—bold patterns, blooming florals, and timeless solids.

http://www.jmclaughlin.com
Instagram @Vinings_ga_jmcl
STYLE TIP
The ultimate in comfort, these beautiful garments combine luxurious fabrics and expert construction with timeless silhouettes and effortless style.

www.shopkathrynleachhome.com
STYLE TIP

With fewer people wearing neckties, a pocket square adds a pop of color and personality.

www.millerbrothers.com
STYLE TIP
We are loving all things fresh, floral, and ruffled! Pink seems to be an “it” color for us!

www.shopmitylene.com
NINA·MCLEMORE

www.ninamclemore.com

STYLE TIP
Nina McLemore understands the power of the first impression, particularly for women. It’s not often women have a seat at the table, so her designs make it effortless for professional women to dress to impress.
STYLE TIP
Our new sport coat collection was created with versatility and ease in mind. Over a polo, button down, or... anything- you’ll look and feel the best in the room!

www.onwardreserve.com
Every trend makes a comeback. Skorts are trending this season, and navy is always a classic color!
www.shop-rebecca.com
STYLE TIP
You can never go wrong with classic simple lines like this beautiful gown by Frascara.

www.susanleeatlanta.com
STYLE TIP
Make your jewelry purchases something you can wear daytime to evening.
Classic cuts are always stylish—even when you add your own touch!
STYLE TIP
Incorporate mixed prints to complete a look!
Don’t be afraid to take a risk when it comes to putting flowers and stripes together.

www.tootsies.com
STYLE TIP
Whether mixing color or keeping things monochromatic, lavender is a spring 2021 must!

www.shopwport.com
STYLE TIP
The latest athletic apparel lines are not just made to keep you cool and dry during exercise. Choose pieces you can look good in, so when that motivation to exercise strikes, you’re ready to get moving!

www.weststride.com
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www.tracynicoleclothing.com